
Repair- and Service-Center 

R.U.S.Z

Use instead of buy

Our carefree package for clean 
laundry for monthly rent -
a reliable washing machine incl. 
annual service and free repair.

vv

www.rusz.at



Our rental offer

Washing machines and dryers rentalHand-point-right

one-off deposit of 350€ (incl. VAT)Hand-point-right
monthly lump sum of 18€ (incl. VAT) for private use 
or 36€ (incl. VAT) for commercial or similar useHand-point-right

delivery & professional connection for 120€  
(incl. VAT)Hand-point-right

incl. annual check & serviceHand-point-right

Hand-point-right incl. troubleshooting within three working days or 
replacement of the appliance - just call!



Use instead of buy

Arrow-Circle-Right  For clean laundry, you need access to a reliable washing machine. 
But instead of buying an appliance and perhaps having to repair it at 
an inopportune moment, you can rent washing machines and also 
dryers from us.

Arrow-Circle-Right Since 2017, the repair and service center R.U.S.Z has been offering 
the product service Clean Laundry under the motto “Use instead of 
own”. It is an innovative service model by means of durable,  
repair-friendly rental washing machines with consumption- 
dependent billing of the rental costs (pay-per-wash principle). 

Arrow-Circle-Right By signing an indefinite rental agreement, one obtains the rights 
to use the washing machine provided by the R.U.S.Z For a deposit and 
an initial monthly rent of € 18, one “buys” an “eternally functioning” 
washing machine (as a repair company rich in tradition, we know that 
with medium-priced washing machines, the first expensive repairs be-
come due after about 5 years...).  

Arrow-Circle-Right In return, the R.U.S.Z is obliged to carry out an annual inspection, to 
adjust the rental price to the number of washing cycles (€ 18 are valid for 
4 washing cycles per week) and in case of malfunction to have fixed the 
problem (or replace the appliance) within three working days.

Since half of all global carbon emissions are attributable to the  
extraction of natural resources and their processing  

(Global Resources Outlook 2019), resource conservation is an active  
contribution to climate protection. Everyone can participate in this.



www.rusz.at

Contact us by phone or mail to make an appointment with 
us. Visit us at the agreed date to conclude the rental  

contract and arrange a delivery date.

R.U.S.Z GmbH
Lützowgasse 12-14
1140 Vienna

Phone: +43 1 982 16 47
E-Mail: office@rusz.at
www.rusz.at

Mon, Wed 9:00 - 17:00 

Our opening hours

Tue, Thu 9:00 - 19:00 

Fri 9:00 - 13:00 
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